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The life cycle of a peer-produced dataset follows the phases of growth, maturity, and decline. Paying crowd-workers is a proven method to collect and organize information into structured tables. However, these tabular representations may contain inaccuracies due to errors or data changing over time. Thus, the maturation phase of a dataset can benefit from the additional human examination. One method to improve accuracy is to recruit additional paid crowdworkers to verify and correct errors. An alternative method relies on unpaid contributors, collectively editing the dataset during regular use. We describe two case studies to examine different strategies for human verification and maintenance of in-flux tabular datasets. The first case study examines traditional micro-task verification strategies with paid crowdworkers, while the second examines long-term maintenance strategies with unpaid contributions from non-crowdworkers. Two paid verification strategies that produced more accurate corrections at a lower cost per accurate correction were redundant data collection followed by final verification from a trusted crowdworker and allowing crowdworkers to review any data freely. In the unpaid maintenance strategies, contributors provided more accurate corrections when asked to review data matching their interests. This research identifies considerations and future approaches to collectively improving information accuracy and longevity of tabular information.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are numerous collective Peer Production and Citizen Science efforts to build datasets, such as FLOSS, Wikis, and Knowledge Graphs. These datasets, powered by human-collaboration, have life cycles where data is collected, matures, and eventually dies [28]. The maturation process is influenced by data that is in flux. This data requires constant updates to maintain its accuracy and utility. A popular but often overlooked interface to collect and improve the accuracy of a tabular dataset is the spreadsheet. A qualitative 3-year study shows spreadsheets are the primary tool to clean, or improve the accuracy of data in professional settings [11]. There are recent successful peer production efforts to collect and maintain tabular data started at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, as people making unpaid contributions (i.e., edits) have maintained an in-flux spreadsheet of university campus closures and migrations to online learning [1]. These observations show spreadsheets, used by over 750 million people in Excel alone, are an ideal choice to study the maturity phase of a tabular dataset’s life cycle [21].

Our two case studies focus on the motivation and performance of contributors during the maturity phase of a tabular dataset’s life cycle compared to the large body of related work focusing on improving unstructured data [28, 34, 72]. Tabular datasets, structured as unique rows and corresponding columns, enable users to engage in structured information exploration and retrieval to augment semantic knowledge bases. [83]. Disseminating tabular information from human knowledge and online information sources is a collective information retrieval and organization task often powered by peer production systems and strategies. However, accurate datasets are difficult to maintain during the maturation phase. Error-prone tabular data [56] can lead to dire consequences, like the austerity measures imposed on Greece after the 2008 financial crisis which were based on a spreadsheet with numerous errors that inaccurately represented the relationship between public debt and GDP growth [26]. It is imperative to verify and maintain tabular datasets’ accuracy to enable positive impacts continuously. Not all data is static; to maintain its accuracy as it grows in size and evolves, it is necessary for groups of people to collectively review and edit data.

This paper conducts two different case studies on the maturation phase of in-flux tabular data’s life cycle. Previous research has shown that crowdsourcing is a popular low cost and time-efficient method to collect tabular data for the initial collection phase [35]. Without implementing quality control measures, crowdsourcing can yield inaccuracies with negative consequences [82]. One set of strategies we explore to verify and correct tabular data is to pay crowdworkers, while an alternative method includes continuous edits, or maintenance strategies, from unpaid contributors over 2.5 years. We conduct two separate case studies to examine how each method, paid crowdworkers and unpaid contributors, improve crowd-collected tabular datasets’ accuracy. The first case study focuses on what we call verification strategies and includes five strategies we adapted from literature [5, 29, 35, 47] that rely on posting micro-tasks to recruit paid crowdworkers to edit tabular data quickly. The second case study examines maintenance strategies, which include two strategies adapted from literature [74, 77, 80] that rely on waiting for unpaid contributors to continuously visit and make unsolicited and solicited edits to tabular data.

The two case studies grew organically through our attempts to maintain a tabular dataset containing information on Computer Science faculty profiles since 2016 [77]. While Wikipedia often features tabular data on individual pages, these tables contain a relatively small number of rows and columns. Our case studies feature larger tabular datasets consisting of thousands of rows and at least ten columns. Paid crowdworkers collected the initial dataset, and then we hosted it in a custom editable spreadsheet web application. To the best of our knowledge, no published work has studied the maintenance of a tabular dataset by unpaid contributions over multiple years. Instead, our second case study has attracted thousands of visitors who voluntarily corrected...
data and added new faculty information without monetary compensation. After observing this naturalistic maintenance by unpaid contributors, we chose to explore how traditional methods using paid crowdworkers would work under similar circumstances. A verification phase using paid crowdworkers was started immediately after collecting a second dataset using paid crowdworkers to improve its accuracy. Equipped with two tabular datasets on the same topic, we analyze the strategies examined within each case study.

This paper identifies the trade-offs of five individual verification strategies and then two maintenance strategies for enabling groups of people to collaboratively verify and maintain in-flux tabular data. We study the accuracy achieved and the payment or time required for human-driven "table augmentation" tasks (i.e., edits): fixing existing data, filling in empty cells, and adding new rows of data [83]. We also investigate the accuracy of different data types that may require varying levels of subjectivity and domain-specific knowledge.

Within the paid verification strategies, we review the cost required for an accurate edit, while within the unpaid longitudinal maintenance strategies, we review the time needed to wait for an accurate edit and whether a few users make the majority of edits (similar to Wikipedia). We also examine if the number of visits, edits, or types of interactions can indicate whether unpaid contributors vandalize data during long-term deployment.

Overall, we find that verification strategies are more accurate at a lower cost when rehiring trusted crowdworkers. On the other hand, groups of unpaid contributors improved data regularly through small contributions with no signs of vandalism. They also excelled at editing subjective data types requiring domain-specific knowledge. The results of these separate case studies create discussions focusing on: (1) selecting appropriate paid or unpaid approaches to improve the accuracy of tabular data, (2) new hybrid approaches blending lessons learned from each case study, and (3) proposing new automated methods to attract unpaid contributions in peer production systems.

Our research independently explores verification and maintenance strategies that enable collaborative editing behaviors. We avoid a direct experimental comparison between paid crowdworkers and unpaid contributors due to the inherent difficulty of acquiring naturalistic editing behavior and the constraints of running parallel longitudinal studies. Instead, by examining two naturalistic case studies on the same type of data, we gain insights that can inform future studies to create a controlled study design for a direct comparison. As part of our contributions, we release the datasets and labels from this work1 so others can further these efforts.

2 RELATED WORK

Dataset curators, also known as requesters, often recruit paid crowdworkers by posting short, repeatable micro-tasks to quickly collect information for beneficial datasets [15, 36]. For example, crowdworkers validated alt-text tags to improve the usability of social media posts for blind users [69] and collected a dataset to help researchers understand personality disorders [50].

Researchers have studied several scalable techniques to assess and improve the quality of crowd-collected data. While paying crowdworkers is useful to collect data, there are concerns over the resulting accuracy. Reasons for this can include varying motivation [53] and effort levels between crowdworkers [5], malicious crowdworkers [22], and insufficient expertise [71].

2.1 Paid Approaches to Improve Datasets

Paying crowdworkers to verify crowdsourced datasets is a common method to improve their accuracy [63]. In our first case study, we adapt classic crowdsourcing approaches to generate five

---

1Available at http://drafty.cs.brown.edu.
verification strategies for correcting tabular datasets. We adapt Bernstein et al.'s popular Find-Fix-Verify method [5] and Hirth et al.'s Majority Decision [29]. We also introduce variations of them inspired by Marcus’ tactics for knowledge-specific tasks [47]. Balancing the speed and cost of recruitment in these strategies is difficult. Huang and Bigham developed the Ignition Framework combining on-demand recruiting and the retainer model to balance recruiting workers’ cost and immediacy [32]. While it proved successful, this method would require large sums of money to pay crowdworkers to improve an in-flux tabular dataset accuracy continuously.

Past work focused on methods to recruit paid crowdworkers to solve specialized tasks. Kittur et al. [37] increased the quality in solving complex problems by using simpler micro-tasks. Likewise, in Turkomatic, crowdworkers simplify complicated steps recursively, then, other crowdworkers verify solutions and form an answer [41]. These approaches require extra time for requesters to simplify tasks and manage multiple crowdworkers. Previous efforts also tried to match crowdworkers to micro-tasks matching their skills and expertise [51]. Our work extends these ideas by allowing requesters to recruit specific crowdworkers to perform verification tasks.

2.2 Unpaid Approaches to Improve Datasets
A second approach to improve the quality of crowdsourced datasets is to rely on unpaid contributors’ interests and expertise to ensure accurate and continuous corrections. Xu and Maitland [81] employed similar concepts while studying users’ participatory data maintenance in field trials with urban refugees. Quattrone et al. [62] studied geographic maintenance practices within OpenStreetMap, where users freely update spatial information. Additional past work has relied on user-interest in information to attract and solicit edits [77] within a tabular dataset. While this short-term study also identified domain-specific challenges in data maintenance, it did not capture edits where dataset change naturally over time. Our work builds on these past ideas by studying visitors’ interactions with a tabular dataset while acting as unpaid contributors who edit data over time.

Past work from recommender systems shows building user interest profiles using implicit feedback from user interactions can successfully target users [84]. Other work has focused on unpaid approaches to targeting users. For example in peer production systems, such as SuggestBot [12] and Wikitasks [40], utilize user interactions and edit histories to suggest edits and assist in task design. In contrast to Wikipedia [64], where most content is long-form articles and some small tables, our work focuses on collaborators editing in-flux tabular data consisting of thousands of rows presented in spreadsheets.

2.3 Improving Domain-Specific Knowledge
Maintaining data over long periods poses unique challenges for soliciting edits, especially for domain-specific data. A simple approach is to continuously post paid micro-tasks for these knowledge-intensive tasks [23, 55, 71] or use custom systems [24]. For example, in Crowdfill [59], crowdworkers freely edit a spreadsheet and up/down-vote possible data points. This closed system gives crowdworkers freedom but does not allow requesters to employ verification tasks freely. While paying crowdworkers is an effective solution for short-term verification, it can become less practical over time due to financial constraints, time, and data integrity [48].

2.4 Motivating Paid and Unpaid Contributors
Self-determination theory defines two types of motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic [14]. Intrinsic motivation refers to an individual’s inherent desire to participate in an activity, whereas extrinsic motivation is influenced by conditional rewards (e.g., money) [2, 68]. Our work does not seek to
directly answer what types of motivation influence paid crowdworkers and unpaid contributors. However, we want to acknowledge the related work covering these motivations.

Historically, payment per task can extrinsically motivate crowdworkers [30]. Also, meta-incentives can augment extrinsic motivation for future payments. For example, rejecting low-quality work can negatively affect a crowdworker’s approval rate, thus impacting their ability to complete future work [46]. In our case study on verification strategies, requesters had to balance these constraints and determine appropriate compensation schemes per task to ensure quality work.

People may be intrinsically motivated to contribute their time toward causes they are interested in [51, 52]. Our case study on maintenance strategies relies on visitors to a tabular dataset making unpaid edits. We posit they might participate because of an interest in Computer Science. This reliance on user interest has proven successful in maintaining a popular resource in the CS community, CSRankings [3]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no equivalent system relying on paid crowdworkers for edits.

Previous research has explored hybrid models where users are subjected to intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. In prior work by Flores-Saviaga et al., unpaid contributors were more effective at open-ended tasks, such as original content creation, while paid crowdworkers were more effective at completing simpler tasks following strict guidelines [8, 20]. As a result, they suggest a hybrid approach: leveraging volunteer work for original content, and employing crowdsourced work to structure and prepare content for real-world use. Our research provides new insights about potential hybrid models by studying the results of two separate case studies where paid and unpaid users completing similar tasks.

3 OVERVIEW OF CASE STUDIES

This work presents two case studies focusing on collaborative efforts to improve the accuracy of in-flux tabular datasets, one of the most fundamental ways of organizing information [21]. This section explains the structure of the collected data and the study design considerations for each case study. Our Institutional Review Board classified the procedures as exempt from review. The requesters, paid crowdworkers, and unpaid contributors were informed and consented to their data being used for research.

3.1 Structure of Tabular Datasets

Tabular datasets consist of data organized in tables with horizontal rows and vertical columns [75]. Each row can represent a unique entity with the same number of cells. Each cell corresponds to the intersection of a specific row and column. Columns correspond to a particular property characterizing data per row. Tabular datasets exist in various formats (e.g., comma- and tab-separated values files) and can be edited using dedicated spreadsheet programs like Microsoft Excel or Google Sheets. Our work focuses on strategies to enable groups of people to collaboratively build high-quality relational data, also known as “relational tables” [83].

In the case study on maintenance strategies, unpaid contributors used a publicly-accessible web-based editable spreadsheet interface. In the case study on verification strategies, paid crowdworkers used Google Sheets. Following prior recommendations [13], all interfaces used built-in inputs to validate data. Each case study used a distinct instance of a tabular dataset of Computer Science faculty academic profiles from top programs in the United States and Canada. Each academic profile is a row in a spreadsheet. Each column corresponds to their affiliated university, the year they joined as faculty, rank, subfield area of expertise, and where they received their Bachelors, Masters, and Ph.D. degrees, and sources used to gather the information. During both case studies, the profiles also featured gender at the request of researchers who wanted to analyze hiring trends.
Our tabular context closely resembles the collaborative community efforts to build and maintain in-flux tabular data, such as the COVID-19 dataset mentioned in the Introduction [1]. Our case studies focus on the maturity phase of a tabular dataset and extend prior work on tabular data from Wikipedia and Wikidata [6, 19]. For example, while our tabular datasets focus on a semantically cohesive concept, Computer Science professors, and span thousands of rows and more than ten columns, they share the same standard tabular structure with tables found in Wikipedia. As the size of the tables and tabular data within Wikipedia grow and there are existing tools that can automatically translate tabular data to Wikidata [54, 73], there is potential for our research to generalize to wider audiences using these tools and platforms.

3.2 Study Design Considerations
The case study on maintenance strategies spanned years and grew organically in a dataset we hosted that naturally attracted visitors who contributed to it without any payment. Therefore, we made specific design decisions to study verification strategies in a naturalistic setting. This section covers how the data was initially collected and the study design decisions we made to study realistic editing behaviors.

For each case study, undergraduate and graduate students from two separate human-computer interaction seminars acted as requesters, as part of a graded class assignment, to employ crowdworkers to collect a different faculty dataset following the “Classic Micro” data collection strategy [57]. In this strategy, a task translates to finding all the information on a specific faculty member. Twenty students followed these methods in 2015 to recruit crowdworkers to collect the initial dataset for the maintenance strategies relying on unpaid contributors. In 2018, twelve students recruited crowdworkers to collect a new dataset for the case study of verification strategies. These same twelve students recruited crowdworkers again to complete the verification strategies. We did not reuse the dataset collected in 2015 for the case study of verification strategies; over the three years that elapsed, the data continuously evolved due to promotions and new faculty hires, among other naturally occurring events. A newly collected dataset in 2018 would contain errors due to mistakes made by crowdworkers during the collection phase or inconsistencies in online sources.

To avoid biases due to our experience with crowdsourcing and promote a naturalistic approach similar to those observed in the maintenance strategies, we did not conduct the verification strategies ourselves. Instead, similar to Papoutsaki et al. [57], students within a class acted as requesters employing paid crowdworkers within the verification strategies. All requesters were given the same budget and two weeks as a time constraint for each verification strategy. Although each requester was assigned the same five verification strategies, they were free to experiment with payment combinations regarding pay-per-task, bonuses, and communication techniques with crowdworkers.

4 CASE STUDY I: PAID VERIFICATION STRATEGIES
We conducted an exploratory case study on paid data verification strategies for in-flux tabular datasets by observing requesters employing paid crowdworkers in a naturalistic scenario. In contrast to prior work on data verification [5, 29, 32], our work features a real-world scenario where requesters have to balance the natural constraints of time and money to achieve results without the aid of a novel system.

4.1 The Verification Strategies
We defined five verification strategies by adapting popular micro-task verification strategies from literature to edit tabular datasets. The strategies are summarized below and in Figure 1.
(1) **Find-Fix-Verify**: A popular strategy introduced by Bernstein et al. [5]. Three sets of unique crowdworkers perform each task: the first set identifies errors, the second set fixes errors, and a final set verifies the information’s accuracy.

(2) **Find-Fix**: The first component of **Find-Fix-Verify**. Two sets of unique crowdworkers perform each task: the first set identifies errors and the second set fixes errors.

(3) **Find+Fix**: The second component of **Find-Fix-Verify**. A single crowdworker is required to find and fix inaccurate data.

(4) **Majority Rule**: Similar to **Majority Decision** proposed by Hirth et al. [29], the most common response per data point was deemed correct. Unique sets of crowdworkers redundantly collect sets of data until two or more sets are in agreement.

(5) **Expert Rule**: A variation of **Majority Rule**, was inspired by Marcus’ [47] tactic of enlisting a trusted crowdworker as an “expert” to review tasks performed by others to ensure their accuracy. Unique sets of crowdworkers redundantly collect duplicate sets of data. A third crowdworker then compares the multiple sets to determine the correct data.

In this paradigm, trusted crowdworkers might not possess domain expertise, but might have previously completed tasks for the requester and are thus deemed an expert. The ability to re-recruit trusted crowdworkers as experts follows Daniel et al.’s [13] recommendation for requesters to develop long-term relationships with crowdworkers. In our study, requesters employed their methods to recruit trusted crowdworkers on a task-by-task basis per strategy.

We limited the number of verification strategies to five following the advice from Wiggins et al. [79] who found a negative correlation between the number of verification techniques used and money paid after analyzing a collection of citizen science experiments.

### 4.2 Methods: Verification Strategies

In Spring 2018, twelve students from a human-computer interaction seminar acted as requesters as part of a graded assignment. Each student (requester) employed paid crowdworkers to verify a crowd-collected tabular dataset over two weeks. Requesters used all five verification strategies and were randomly assigned one university per strategy. We removed three requesters’ data from our analysis for not following the study procedure.

**4.2.1 Requesters balancing crowdworker compensation, quality, and time.** Requesters had to balance their budget for verification tasks. Some of these tasks were repetitive, such as those in **Majority Rule** or **Expert Rule**, and required duplicate data for verification. Requesters naturally accounted...
for this strict 2-week constraint, echoed by Faridani et al.’s [18] recommendation, by balancing compensation against desired completion time. Therefore, this makes it difficult to forecast costs for tasks focusing on large datasets requiring repeatable tasks. For example, Mason and Watts [48] discovered that an increase in payment per task results in increased quantity of work, but not necessarily quality.

4.2.2 Initial steps and recruitment of crowdworkers. First, requesters read three seminal works on crowdsourcing [5, 17, 35] and watched a talk by Marcus on working with crowdworkers [47]. Requesters were randomly assigned five universities to collect and then verify data for using paid crowdworkers and a unique verification strategy per university. We checked the number of professors that requesters would need to collect and then verify, ensuring a balanced sample. Each requester received $50 in credit to use on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), informed by the difficulty of tasks and recommendations from [57]. The experiment consists of three phases: testing, data collection, and data verification. Requesters were required to spend $5 in total for testing. During testing, they could experiment with AMT and develop, test, and review each strategy’s successes. Then, the requesters had $4 per university to spend on AMT to collect data. After that, they had $5 to spend for data verification on AMT as well. During the verification phase, requesters could experiment with payment structures, but could not use preset qualifications.

4.2.3 How edits are made. Requesters hosted each dataset per university on a separate instance of Google Sheets to allow crowdworkers to only edit data for the assigned verification strategy. Verification was only performed after the collection phase complete. We chose not to direct crowdworkers to the existing web platform used to study maintenance strategies to ensure that unpaid contributors and paid crowdworkers could not access each others’ datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verification Strategy</th>
<th>Total Labeled Edits</th>
<th>Total Edits</th>
<th>Total Payment</th>
<th>Payment per Edit</th>
<th>Payment per Accurate Edit</th>
<th>Payment Increase Accurate Edit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find-Fix-Verify</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>$67.97</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
<td>$0.32</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find-Fix</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>$73.19</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
<td>$0.27</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find+Fix</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>$44.74</td>
<td>$0.14</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Rule</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>$44.77</td>
<td>$0.07</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Rule</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>$54.63</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>2,284</td>
<td>$285.30</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A summary of edits made by paid crowdworkers in the case study of verification strategies. It includes the number of edits we manually labeled as correct/incorrect out of all edits, the total amount of money spent on verification strategies, the payment for each edit, and the increase required to obtain an accurate edit. Expert Rule required the least amount of additional money to generate accurate edits.

4.3 Results: Verification Strategies

Requesters spent a total of $285.30 to verify data, generating 2,284 edits at the average cost of $0.13 per edit. The total costs include payment-per-task and bonuses. To compute each strategy’s accuracy, we first used stratified sampling to select edits to label as correct or incorrect. We compared each edit’s value when it was made with faculty web pages, LinkedIn profiles, and resumes. We labeled 1,016 edits by hand, shown in Table 1. The overall accuracy for verification strategies (64%) reported in Table 2 is computed by summing the total correct edits per verification strategy over the sum of the total edits. To understand the cost needed to generate a correct edit, we compute cost-per-correct-edit by dividing the cost-per-edit over the total number of correct edits, as reported...
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in Table 1. The average cost per correct edit, $0.19, is 56% higher than the cost to generate an edit. The higher the accuracy, the more money goes towards generating accurate data.

4.3.1 Trade-offs between Verification Strategies. Each strategy has advantages and disadvantages. Majority Rule and Expert Rule generated accurate data at less cost compared to strategies adapted from Find-Fix-Verify (Table 1). This shows that collecting duplicate data is a cost-effective method. Find-Fix-Verify has the highest overall accuracy across all strategies at 70%, and Expert Rule is second, at 69%. Both strategies recruit an additional crowdworker to verify or break ties. This extra step increases costs but generally leads to better accuracy overall and per column. This finding points to a future question on the number or quality of crowdworkers needed to review information until it is correct.

Accurate strategies allow requesters to generate correct data and control costs. For example, Find-Fix, the least accurate strategy, required a 71% increase in cost to generate correct edits. Find-Fix-Verify increased costs because it recruits an additional crowdworker, but yields a 17% increase in accuracy. The best strategy to control and decrease costs is Expert Rule. It achieves this at less than half the cost-per-edit than Find-Fix-Verify. These findings support the idea that hiring additional paid crowdworkers to verify data will improve its accuracy while reducing overall costs for maturing a tabular dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verification Strategy</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Join Year</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Masters</th>
<th>Bachelors</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find-Fix-Verify</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find-Fix</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find+Fix</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Rule</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Rule</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overall accuracy per strategy per column in the case study of verification strategies. Expert Rule has the highest overall accuracy when accounting for edits across all columns. Subfield, the most subjective data type, has the lowest accuracy per data type. Identifying a professor’s subfield requires domain-specific knowledge and can be difficult for crowdworkers to interpret correctly. Accuracy is the average of the total correct edits over the total edits across all strategies.

4.3.2 Differences across Data Types. Each data type/column within tabular data has different properties that requesters had to consider. For example, a professor’s subfield may require crowdworkers to have domain-specific knowledge to understand the differences between research areas. Expert Rule has the highest accuracy for subfield at 65%, as shown in Table 2. Expert Rule and Find-Fix-Verify outperform their simpler variations. Notably, Expert Rule produced higher levels of accuracy across every data type compared to Majority Rule. This observation shows that trusted crowdworkers might possess the requisite expertise and effort needed to correct information that is more difficult to find and understand. Results show that data types requiring domain-specific knowledge can benefit from multiple collection efforts, explaining why Expert Rule and Majority Rule outperform other strategies. In contrast, identifying where a professor received their Ph.D. or their rank are subjectively easier tasks, with an accuracy of 80% and 75%, respectively. Rank has three possible values: Assistant, Associate, or Full, while a professor’s Ph.D. is often easy to find. Results show that easy-to-collect fields benefit from individuals reviewing the data while collecting duplicates.
could suffer from potential noise. Overall, we identify that different strategies are best suited for different data types. Future requesters should select the best verification strategy based on the occurrence or importance of a tabular dataset’s data types.

4.3.3 Filling in Empty Cells & Adding New Rows. Filling in empty cells or adding missing rows is an essential step to creating an accurate dataset. Collecting duplicates is a quick and cheap method to generate more data, but duplicates may introduce noise. As shown in Table 3, our data shows that Expert Rule is useful for filling in empty cells, possibly because an additional crowdworker can sort through this noise selecting the correct value. We observed a drawback of relying on paid crowdworkers when adding new rows. They often incorrectly added rows for non-tenure-track positions (Lecturer, Adjunct, Staff, or Professor of Practice) or professors with an appointment in a non-Computer Science department (e.g., Engineering, Media, Computational Biology).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verification Strategy</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
<th>Filling in Empty Cells</th>
<th>Adding New Rows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Labeled Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find-Fix-Verify</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find-Fix</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find+Fix</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Rule</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Rule</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Overall accuracy across verification strategies, and for filling in empty cells, and adding new rows. Find+Fix has the highest accuracy for newly-added rows, while Expert Rule was the most accurate for making edits to empty cells. Accuracy is the average of the total correct edits over the total edits across all strategies.

4.3.4 Paying for Correct Edits. Managing a strict budget to build an accurate tabular dataset can be a difficult task. Using strategies with high accuracy can ensure requesters do not need to post additional micro-tasks to acquire accurate data. Overall, in the verification strategies, requesters spent $0.13 per edit to recruit crowdworkers, as shown in Table 1. These numbers increase when accounting for accuracy: requesters paid crowdworkers $0.19 per correct edit when posting micro-tasks. This 56% increase in the money needed to acquire a correct edit can make it difficult to predict the exact cost to verify an accurate dataset. To keep costs predictable, we recommend using a strategy such as Find-Fix-Verify or Expert Rule that employs a trusted worker to perform a final verification step.

4.4 Takeaways: Verification Strategies

The closest dataset to ours [57] includes faculty profiles that were collected and not verified. In our work, we only focus on the accuracy of the edits and not of the entire dataset. Thus, the accuracy we report (64%) is not directly comparable with the overall accuracy (74%) of the entire dataset presented in [57].

Contrary to similar prior work [57], we report accuracy per data type. For the verification strategies, these accuracies are consistently low. A possible reason for this is that data verification tasks might be more difficult than data collection tasks for paid crowdworkers. Verification tasks might involve correcting data that is more difficult to find and interpret because the initial data collection efforts were unsuccessful. Thus, these complex verification tasks do not resemble the more straightforward tasks paid crowdworkers often excel at [8, 20].
Verification strategies requiring an extra crowdworker to perform a final verification step, such as Find-Fix-Verify and Expert Rule, are more accurate. They perform better when correcting data that require domain-specific knowledge, confirming past findings of a similar relationship when using paid crowdworkers [23, 71]. Therefore, if a tabular dataset contains a large amount of subjective data, we recommend that requesters use verification strategies requiring an additional trusted worker.

Across the five strategies, Expert Rule controls costs the best. Its cost-per-edit is less than half than the second-best strategy Find-Fix-Verify. Expert Rule has an initial low-cost redundant data collection step, followed by a beneficial final verification from a trusted crowdworker. This mirrors Bernstein et al. experience when developing their implementation of Find-Fix-Verify to edit Word documents [5].

Expert Rule proved to be the most effective verification strategy to find and correct empty cells. Crowdworkers specifically recruited to perform this final verification have often seen the dataset before, making it easier for them to navigate and make edits. Their payment is also often increased per task, helping to explain that in addition to being a repeat trusted crowdworker, the higher payment can garner higher quality work [30].

In our verification strategies, requesters first generate the names of all the professors per university at a given point in time. If this initial step produced an incorrect list, this would cause the requester to run additional tasks. A requester could reduce these additional tasks if they run a task to verify this initial list of rows. Therefore, we recommend that future requesters using these verification strategies integrate this pre-collection task to verify they have the correct rows per entity to reduce the risk of running additional unnecessary tasks. As a parallel to managing data in a Knowledge Graph like Wikidata, this recommendation ensures data curators verify they had the correct number of nodes before paying crowdworkers to add additional metadata per node.

5 CASE STUDY II: UNPAID MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
The second case study on continuous unpaid data maintenance strategies is a longitudinal observation of unpaid contributors visiting and editing in-flux tabular dataset. This “in the wild” study features two perpetual data maintenance strategies where unpaid contributors make either “unsolicited” or “solicited” edits over two and a half years.

5.1 The Maintenance Strategies
This case study grew organically from our multi-year effort to host a tabular dataset on Computer Science faculty where the data stagnates and needs additional edits. Wikipedia has shown that people freely visiting unstructured data are capable of successful maintenance [64]. Building off this idea, we present two continuous maintenance strategies to improve tabular datasets’ accuracy, as shown in Figure 2. In one strategy, unpaid contributors maintain data by making “unsolicited” edits over time as they visit the online tabular dataset. In the second maintenance strategy, unpaid contributors maintain data when the platform hosting the tabular dataset “solicits” them to edit data matching their interests. The system analyzes their prior interactions with the tabular dataset to derive these interests. A unique aspect of these maintenance strategies is that the dataset curator waits for visitors to edit data over time. Hence, instead of paying crowdworkers to make edits immediately, these maintenance strategies can run perpetually by relying on a stream of edits over time by unpaid contributors who visit the tabular dataset in the wild.

5.1.1 Relying on Unpaid Contributors. It is difficult for a curator to know when their dataset is out-of-date or inaccurate and immediately pay a crowdworker to correct it. Instead, our maintenance strategies rely on unpaid contributors visiting over time to perpetually review and edit data. We feel
5.2 Methods: Maintenance Strategies

Starting in 2016, we conducted a case study on maintenance strategies in the wild using a publicly-available web application seeded with a crowd-collected dataset of 50,000 values from over 3,600 faculty profiles. We observed this human-centric approach of data maintenance for over two and a half years. We stopped running the case study when the web application hosting the dataset received a significant update in early 2019.

5.2.1 Initial steps. The maintenance strategies rely on waiting for unpaid contributors to edit and maintain the dataset. In our pilot studies on maintenance strategies for in-flux tabular datasets, we found three recommended attributes of a tabular dataset that made it easier to attract visitors and study their contributions:

(1) Each row of the dataset must remain valid for extended periods. For example, a professor can stay within academia for long periods. However, a faculty job posting could quickly become irrelevant once the position is filled.

(2) Some columns within the tabular dataset should change over time. For example, a professor could change universities. This type of data presents more opportunities for edits.

(3) The tabular dataset needs enough data to attract visitors to make contributions. If a dataset is missing too much information, users may not feel motivated to participate in something that feels neglected.

5.2.2 Recruitment of editors. Attracting interested visitors to make unpaid edits is necessary to study this continuous maintenance approach. When the system was initially seeded, we made posts across various CS forums and websites (Reddit CompSci, Hacker News, and TheGradCafe) to inform and attract an initial user base with related interests. ‘LabintheWild’ use similar strategies to attract users through social media platforms [65]. An example title used on posts was “Records...
of 3,600 computer science professors at 70 top universities (US/Canada) help us keep it up to date!” The goal was to appeal to users interested in Computer Science who may be:

1. a professor listed in the dataset,
2. a prospective student looking for an advisor,
3. a friend, colleague, or family member of a CS professor,
4. someone (e.g., in administration) who might be interested in running analysis on trends in Computer Science, or
5. someone who cares about adding to public information.

Each post advertising the dataset contained the text:

Wanted to share a computer science resource a couple of us in the Brown University Human-Computer Interaction group have put together. It is a crowd-editable spreadsheet of data of approximately 3,600 computer science professors. For example, where they got their degrees, subfield of expertise, their join year and rank, etc... It might be useful if you’re applying to Ph.D. programs or faculty positions, seeking external collaborators, or just to better understand hiring trends in CS departments.

We only made these initial posts. All subsequent traffic to the dataset was generated through organic search traffic or other means we did not control. While prior work shows that using social norms can motivate unpaid contributions; we chose not to employ this method [8]. Using such an approach may introduce additional factors affecting users’ motivations within our naturalistic and longitudinal case study. Our goal was to assess the maintenance strategies and not to explore how best to build or attract a continuous flow of users.

Fig. 3. This interface is the edit cell window from the Drafty web application that appears when Drafty solicits unpaid contributors to edit data based on their interests within the maintenance strategies. They can confirm the data does not exist, submit a correction, or exit to return to the spreadsheet interface.

5.2.3 How edits are made. The two maintenance strategies allow users to edit the data freely at any time without the need to create an account within the system. The system tracks users
anonymously. However, the system presents users with a modal dialog informing them how to make edits on their first visit. Users can freely make unsolicited edits at any time by double-clicking a cell in the spreadsheet interface. Users can select a new value from previous edits to that cell, a predefined list of possible values, or freely enter text. The system does not require a special markup language for edits like Wikipedia. Specific data or features are not protected or semi-protected like in Wikipedia or Wikidata. The platform can also solicit edits from users by prompting them with a modal dialog request to fix a specific data value, as seen in Figure 3. The application solicits a user to review a row of data matching their interests. The application infers interest by creating a “user interest profile” per user by tracking their interactions (i.e., search, sort, click, edit) within the spreadsheet and computing a relevance metric, like Wallace et al. [77]. The application displays the most recent edit as the correct value per cell in the interface. This is also how Google Sheets handles multiple possible values per cell in our verification strategies.

5.3 Results: Maintenance Strategies

The maintenance strategies were run over 1,025 days from May 26, 2016, to March 3, 2019. Visitors provided 2,651 edits at a rate of 2.6 edits per day. To compute the accuracy per edit, we labeled 1,020 edits by hand as correct or incorrect using stratified sampling following the same procedures with the case study on verification strategies. The findings are summarized in Table 4. We observed a common mistake where unsolicited visitors incorrectly edited a professor’s Ph.D., as the university where their Bachelor’s or Master’s degree. We also observed the same error made by paid crowdworkers in the case study of verification strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance Strategy</th>
<th>Total Labeled Edits</th>
<th>Total Edits</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Time per Edit</th>
<th>Time per Accurate Edit</th>
<th>Time Increase per Accurate Edit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unsolicited</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>2,566</td>
<td>1,025 days</td>
<td>9.6 hours</td>
<td>10.8 hours</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solicited</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1,025 days</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>13 days</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1,020</td>
<td>2,651</td>
<td>1,025 days</td>
<td>9.3 hours</td>
<td>10.4 hours</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. A summary of edits made by unpaid contributors (maintenance strategies), including the number of edits we manually labeled as correct/incorrect, the total time spent waiting for edits. Soliciting unpaid contributors to edit data they are already interested in is the most efficient method to improve a dataset’s accuracy, at a 5% increase in time to wait for an accurate edit.

The overall accuracy for maintenance strategies is 89%, as seen in Table 5. Accuracy is the sum of the number of correct edits over the sum of the total edits across both maintenance strategies. The time between correct edits represents how frequently an unpaid contributor submits an accurate edit and is computed by dividing the number of days or hours per edit over the total number of correct edits (Table 4). In the maintenance strategies, the time between correct edits, 10.4 hours, is 12% higher than the time needed to generate an edit. This metric is comparable to a similar study by [77], where their users made 592 edits in a similarly structured dataset over 214 days at 75% accuracy. Their users generated a correct edit every 11.5 hours.

Our case study’s extended length, combined with frequent visitors, could explain why our maintenance strategies have higher accuracy than studies with similar levels of edits per hour. Our case study’s strategies produce minimal negative contributions (e.g., incorrect edits), supporting the idea that long-term maintenance is possible in public datasets.

5.3.1 Differences Across Data Types. Previous work shows users with expertise in specialized tasks or interest in the data perform better [71, 77]. Unpaid contributors may have an interest in or prior
knowledge of the data, leading to higher accuracy when editing challenging information. This can help explain the varying levels of accuracy across the data types seen in Table 5 and suggests their domain-specific knowledge helps them accurately identify Rank and Subfield from personal web pages, publications, or their prior knowledge. In contrast, columns with less subjective data, such as Bachelors and Masters degrees, have lower accuracy. These data types are more difficult to find upon review: professors do not always list their degrees on their websites or other sources, whereas their Ph.D. is prominently displayed. Over our longitudinal study, 33% of participants edited at least one value for Rank or Subfield. While these data types require domain-specific knowledge, they can also change over time. This initial result points to the potential for unpaid contributors interested in the data to maintain these types of data over time. Overall, the maintenance strategies benefit from waiting for someone with domain-specific or pre-existing knowledge to assess those more complex data types.

5.3.2 Filling in Empty Cells & Adding New Rows. Table 6 shows that the accuracy for editing empty cells (93%) is higher than the accuracy for edits to cells with existing data. This observation might be due to unpaid contributors having pre-existing knowledge of particular rows in a dataset. For example, they can quickly correct an empty subfield because they already know a professor’s area of expertise from reading their research papers. Prior knowledge can make it easy to add a new professor to a university because they know that professor. Newly-added rows are 86% accurate, a level of accuracy similar to unsolicited users correcting existing data.

When users decide to contribute an edit, they could edit existing data, fill in empty cells, or add multiple new cells by adding a new row. Each of these requires varying levels of effort to complete. The following results count the number of times each user edits existing data, fills in empty cells, or the number of new cells they created when adding new rows of data. During our case study, 33% of unpaid contributors filled in mostly empty cells, while 42% edited cells with pre-existing data. The remaining 25% of unpaid contributors edited the same number of new data points when filling in empty cells or adding new rows. In a similar analysis, we compared the percentage of unpaid contributors filling in more empty cells than creating new cells by adding new rows. In this comparison, 42% of unpaid contributors filled in mostly empty cells, while 6% created new cells when adding new rows. The remaining 52% of unpaid contributors created the same number of new data points when filling in empty cells or adding new rows. This analysis shows unpaid contributors were active filling in empty cells, but few primarily added new rows of data. Adding new rows of data requires more effort; thus, our user base often made edits requiring less effort. As a tabular dataset matures, its balance of empty to non-empty cells will change. Thus, it is essential to view these findings within the context of a tabular dataset that is the beginning of its maturity phase.

Table 5. Accuracy overall and per strategy per column. *Unsolicited* unpaid contributors excelled at correcting empty cells; this might be because of their prior knowledge of CS professors. Accuracy is the average of the total correct edits over the total edits across all strategies.
Table 6. Overall accuracy across maintenance strategies and for filling in empty cells, and adding new rows. Unsolicted unpaid contributors excelled at correcting empty cells. Their prior knowledge of CS professors possibly contributes to these high levels of accuracy. Accuracy is the average of the total correct edits over the total edits across all strategies. *Solicited users in the case study of maintenance strategies were not asked to add new rows.

5.3.3 Soliciting Users to Fix Data. Previous studies show that asking users to fix data they are interested in leads to more accurate edits [77]. Our web application solicited visitors 1,018 times to review and correct data matching their interests. They submitted 85 edits, with an accuracy of 95% (Table 5). In our study, soliciting visitors to review and fix data matching their interests leads to a 7% increase in accuracy compared to visitors making normal unsolicited edits. A two-tailed $t$-test of unequal variances shows this increase was statistically significant, $t(79) = -2.2, p = 0.03$. While soliciting visitors to fix data matching their interests proved effective, motivating visitors to complete these edits proved difficult. Only 7.5% of solicitations resulted in submitted edits. A related short-term study showed a similar rate of 8.8% of solicitations resulted in submitted edits [77]. These continued low submission rates across our long-term study show this is an area for future research. Later, we discuss future methods to increase these rates and provide more edits in a shorter amount of time.

5.3.4 Waiting for Correct Edits. This work shows the potential for continuous maintenance strategies to have consistently high accuracy levels, leading to predictable wait times to generate correct edits. While unsolicited, unpaid contributors submitted an edit every 9.3 hours, each correct edit was submitted every 10.4 hours. This 12% increase in the time to wait for a correct edit, as shown in Table 4, shows that consistently accurate edits can benefit continuous maintenance efforts. These findings show that if a dataset curator has the time to invest, maintenance strategies can generate an accurate dataset. Compared to prior work where users might be motivated by initial posts marketing a dataset or through gamified rewards [66], our results indicate a dataset’s maturity phase can be extended by relying on user’s interested in the data.

5.3.5 Detecting Vandalism and Unpaid Contributor’s Edits, Visits, & Interactions. This section reviews unpaid contributor’s edits (frequency and content), number of visits, and total interactions (edits, clicks, searches, and sorts) to determine if vandalism occurred during our long-term deployment of the maintenance strategies. Previous research developed models to predict vandalism from user data such as edits and visits to open knowledge graphs in Wikidata [25, 74].

Our maintenance strategies use a custom web application to track interactions with tabular data in spreadsheets. In our study, 82% of unpaid contributors only submitted correct edits. While the accuracy of edits from only 15% of unpaid contributors were below the average accuracy of 89%, as seen in Table 5. An unpaid contributor’s total number of edits did not correlate with their accuracy ($r = 0.15$). These results show that the maintenance strategies do not have to rely on power users (i.e., those making the bulk of edits) to create a mature accurate tabular dataset. This result runs contrary to results from Wikipedia, where power users primarily maintain its unstructured data [28, 43, 64].
We did not observe unpaid contributors deleting data or entering values that would be considered inappropriate or incorrect. Errors most likely resulted from incorrect interpretations of data, such as a professor’s Rank.

Our multi-year case study allows us to observe the frequency of edits over time compared to short-term work [59, 77]. Excluding the initial months when we made social media posts advertising the dataset, the months with the highest edits were November and December. The months with the lowest number of edits were June and August. November and December align with graduate school and job application periods, while the summer months are not overly active except for faculty members officially starting new positions. This observation shows further evidence of how the maintenance strategies can rely on the interests of unpaid visitors to extend the maturity phase by providing a valuable data source for a community.

An unpaid contributor’s total number of visits did not correlate with their accuracy ($r = -0.11$). Also, 97% of unpaid contributors had more than 1 visit. This finding shows having multiple visits and making accurate edits aligns with results from similar work [25, 77]. An unpaid contributor’s total number of interactions did not correlate with their accuracy ($r = -0.13$). This result indicates that a spreadsheet interface, which has been essentially unchanged in decades, might provide a familiar and easy to use medium to view and edit tabular data. We found no evidence of vandalism in the maintenance strategies after analyzing unpaid contributor’s edits, their number of interactions, and visits. A possible reason for this is the maintenance strategies, and our tabular dataset is of interest to the community, thus providing community-based motivation to improve its accuracy.

5.4 Takeaways: Maintenance Strategies

Maintenance strategies relying on unpaid contributors produce consistently accurate edits. Our study’s longitudinal nature demonstrates the potential to maintain existing in-flux tabular datasets over long periods compared to prior work [1, 77] relying on unpaid contributors over short periods.

Unpaid contributors provided accurate edits per data type (column), regardless of whether they required domain-specific knowledge (i.e., Rank and Subfield), and thus builds upon past research of paid crowdworkers [23, 71]. This finding shows the potential to rely on user’s altruistic motivations and mutual interests instead of paying crowdworkers to correct tabular data inaccuracies.

Unpaid contributors were highly accurate and active at filling in empty cells. Their prior knowledge could construe them as “experts”, helping to explain why their edits increased accuracy [45]. This observation repeated itself whether the system solicited an unpaid contributor to edit data or not.

From our long-term observations as dataset curators running maintenance strategies, the unsolicited, unpaid contributors did not contribute new rows (i.e., professors) at a high enough rate to account for the number of new professors hired over three years. Similar research, either did not allow users to add new rows or the study was short lived and did not allow for the data to naturally evolve over time to study if users will contribute enough new rows [59, 77]. Systems that run long-term maintenance strategies should reduce the effort required to add new rows of data through interface design and limit the minimum number of required fields to add a new row.

Soliciting unpaid contributors to review and correct data relevant to their interests increased edits’ overall accuracy. This finding confirms prior short-term research [77] and provides a long-term mechanism to increase a tabular dataset’s longevity. A possible reason soliciting based on unpaid contributors’ interests is beneficial is that they solicited while completing natural information-seeking goals, such as finding a possible advisor [31].

Contrary to prior work on Knowledge Graphs and Wikidata [25, 42], our maintenance strategies, focusing on collaborative efforts editing tabular data in spreadsheets, show that the number of visits per unpaid contributor was not predictive of vandalism or inaccurate edits. By integrating
tools to automatically translate and import tabular data to Wikidata [54, 60, 73], our work could
generalize from focusing strictly on a spreadsheet interface to serving as a potential method to
maintain tabular data from Wikipedia and Wikidata.

6 DISCUSSION
This work examines two case studies on verification and maintenance strategies for improving the
accuracy of in-flux tabular datasets. Verification strategies require money to pay crowdworkers. We
control for the time to wait for edits in verification strategies by limiting them to a short 2-week
period. In contrast, maintenance strategies require time to wait for an unpaid contributor to visit
the dataset and make edits. We control for money with these maintenance strategies, as hosting the
web application to edit the dataset is the only cost. Our initial findings motivate and inform future
work that can directly compare paid micro-task work strategies and those that rely on unpaid
efforts. We will discuss several future ideas in the context of the findings we have presented and
prior work.

6.1 Selecting the Best Approach: Paid or Unpaid
Choosing whether to use a pure paid crowdsourcing approach like our verification strategies or
to adopt a peer production system like our maintenance strategies is difficult. Verification and
maintenance strategies are not immune to incurring monetary costs or additional time for the
dataset’s curators. While running maintenance incurs minimal server costs, in verification, the time
required to wait for a crowdworker to accept a paid micro-task can depend on the payment [38]. For
example, requesters in verification have to approve completed tasks, post new ones, and respond
to paid crowdworkers. This might not be ideal during a continuous data maintenance effort lasting
years. Nevertheless, this amount of time is significantly less than the time required to curate a
dataset using maintenance strategies. Maintenance strategies require time to passively wait for edits or employ other methods to attract visitors. A dataset curator will need to know how much
their time is worth and choose the best approach for their needs. If a dataset does not contain data
that evolves, it might be faster to use paid crowdworkers to verify existing data rather than wait. A
better approach might be to mix intrinsic and extrinsic motivators in a single system.

Prior work has shown how mixing extrinsic and intrinsic rewards can improve the outcomes of
specific tasks [8, 20]. Our results reflect this prior finding, where paid or unpaid users can generate
better outcomes for specific tasks. For example, intrinsically motivated users were more effective
at open-ended tasks. For example, unpaid contributors were more accurate in editing data that is
more subjective or difficult to find, like Subfield or Join Year.

Another alternative approach to hosting a system to maintain a tabular dataset is to use one of the
many tools to automatically translate and submit tabular data to Wikidata [54, 73]. Future work could
assess if this unpaid approach leveraging popular platforms and tools, such as Wikidata, is more
effective than maintaining a tabular dataset on a smaller, homegrown platform. Our maintenance
strategies are one example of using a lesser-known platform to host a tabular dataset focused on
one topic. Future research could assess whether a tabular dataset’s maturity phase would benefit
more from a popular platform than a smaller homegrown system. From our experience developing
a system to maintain tabular data, its most important advantage is the ability to customize and
adapt features to a specific dataset quickly.

Information can be subjective and difficult to interpret and label [10, 16]. This can be especially
difficult in tabular datasets containing data types requiring expert knowledge with no accompanying
information like Wikipedia to help users quickly understand context [77]. Requesters in verification
strategies had to evaluate paid crowdworkers editing existing data to re-recruit them for knowledge-
specific tasks. In contrast, unpaid contributor’s prior knowledge and interest benefited them when
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editing these data types. The verification strategies could benefit from deploying fast, low-cost tasks to pre-filter possible workers. A more ambitious idea would be for crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, to allow requesters to find crowdworkers interested in the content of the tabular dataset. This would be analogous to our maintenance strategies benefiting from the user’s interest in the data. By appealing to crowdworkers’ intrinsic motivations and interests, they might be more motivated to find and interpret complex data types. This design implication also does not require requesters to develop more complex gamification mechanisms to improve results [44].

6.2 Hybrid Models to Compare Paid Crowdworkers and Unpaid Contributors

Our findings highlight future studies’ potential to directly compare the collective efforts of paid crowdworkers and unpaid contributors’ in controlled settings.

One method to exert more control is introducing errors to a tabular dataset intentionally and simultaneously recruiting paid crowdworkers and unpaid contributors and comparing their interactions, accuracy, and time required to correct errors. This would enable several valuable observations. For example, crowdworkers might take fewer actions to submit an edit since they want to progress quickly. In contrast, unpaid contributors might be exploring the dataset and only edit the information if they notice an error. Future work could expand the user interest profile used in the maintenance strategies with new types of interactions from paid crowdworkers and unpaid contributors. For example, the system could extract user interest from gaze information [27]. Running eye-tracking studies at scale in-the-wild is a recent advancement [58] to enable this type of research. With each piece of information carefully organized in cells, tabular data is an exciting interface to extract gaze information. Building on this idea, could each group’s interactions before editing help determine their accuracy automatically? Automatically rating edits’ accuracy to tabular data using interactions is an ongoing research question [77].

Could paid crowdworkers be motivated through targeted non-paid requests while editing to contribute to the tabular dataset? This is plausible if they believe these contributions are for the greater good. For example, Rogstadius et al. [67] studied how intrinsic motivators, such as completing tasks that contribute to a knowledge base, positively influence work quality compared to extrinsically-motivated tasks, such as monetary incentives. On the contrary, could unpaid contributors be motivated through a pay-per-task model? Previous researchers introduced an extrinsic motivator as an intervention for users who were initially intrinsically motivated to contribute [33, 78]. They found that this intervention did not impact the quality of work. Thus, the idea of using money to extrinsically motivate users of an open online system might not be beneficial for the maturity phase of the information within the system.

While our verification strategies rely on money to extrinsically motivate paid crowdworkers, our maintenance strategies more so resemble “micro-volunteering.” Bernstein et al. define micro-volunteering, an example of altruistic motivation, as the process of completing small online tasks for social good [4]. Our unpaid contributors possibly visit and contribute edits because of an interest in Computer Science. While we did not explicitly advertise the system to our friends, they possibly have visited the dataset. If we recruit our friends, this would resemble “friendsourcing,” where volunteers are recruited from a network of friends to make voluntary contributions [7]. Another possible source of unpaid contributors is professors themselves. We have received numerous requests for copies of the data so others can analyze hiring trends. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that some professors might be editing their information. We view this as a potential benefit of maintaining a dataset of public information that individuals might be personally interested in. Future work could compare unpaid contributions from different recruitment strategies, like micro-volunteering or friendsourcing. It would be reasonable to assume that friends share similar interests and might
freely contribute to datasets that are relevant to their friends. However, it is unclear whether friendsourcing is adequate for maintaining a tabular dataset’s accuracy in the long run.

Another approach to tease apart the motivations for unpaid and paid contributions is randomly asking users why they contributed after an edit. For example, maybe they are correcting their data, or they were paid to correct data. This in-the-moment feedback method has proven successful in prior research [9, 76] and could be helpful to understand user’s intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. Also, these motivators might differ across tabular datasets covering different topics.

These future directions build on our findings and prior literature to create hybrid strategies to maintain accurate datasets. The ability to continuously and cost-effectively recruit the right editors could enable tabular datasets to be perpetually maintained.

6.3 Automated Methods to Attract Unpaid Contributors

One of our goals is to learn different approaches for creating self-sustaining in-flux tabular datasets. The maintenance strategies do not need consistent effort to recruit and manage crowdworkers. However, they do require consistent numbers of interested visitors to contribute edits. Paying crowdworkers can generate edits quickly, but our work’s initial observations show that this might be less effective than relying on unpaid contributors. We found it challenging to initiate a “start now” process for maintenance because the dataset’s discovery is often serendipitous.

Wikipedia represents a success story in targeting and perpetually attracting unpaid contributions [64]. With free-form datasets such as articles, users can quickly and effortlessly discover facts from online sources of plain text, tables, or figures. In that process, they encounter incorrect or missing information. In contrast, users must perform multiple sorting and filtering operations with lengthy tabular datasets to find information. In this workflow, their focus rarely veers from their original query to new potentially interesting information, in need of edits, or missing information.

Large tabular datasets similar to those highlighted in our case studies that feature hundreds to thousands of rows of data and multiple columns have a potential advantage compared to unstructured articles or small tables on Wikipedia. This advantage relies on analyzing larger amount of data on a single cohesive topic, compared to analyzing smaller tables present on Wikipedia [39]. A platform hosting a single large tabular dataset can become more attractive to visitors by automatically generating and sharing insights and facts extracted from large amounts of data. This creation and sharing of knowledge could make a large tabular dataset more attractive, and potentially increase unpaid contributions [49].

Future work could create a system to generate sentences that describe insights and facts automatically based on statistical measures like maximums, modes, means, and outliers. This may also contain quantitative comparisons between the same values in columns or time-series data. These statistics could be automatically inputted into simple sentence templates, creating a fact to attract users. SuggestBot shows how to structure these fact-based sentences to maximize their effectiveness [12]. Structuring sentences in a “High-Involvement style” has also been shown to increase long-term retention among paid crowdworkers engaging in conversational micro-tasks [61]. By building on these ideas, one could structure these facts to attract, engage, and retain users. These human-consumable insights derived from large tabular datasets would move beyond prior research which focuses on finding tables related to other tables in Wikipedia [19].

A tabular dataset could market itself by automatically sharing these facts by posting them to relevant conversations in social media to attract regular visitors. In a similar effort, Botivist uses Twitter bots to recruit users to take action regarding Latin America’s corruption issues [70]. This idea draws interesting parallels for recruiting unpaid contributors for maintenance. In our case, the system could share facts related to academia, Computer Science, or graduate schools to attract and motivate new users. By studying user interactions, one could determine which automatic
methods of generating “interesting” facts attracts the most substantial traffic and result in quality engagement, exemplified in views, and accurate edits of data related to the insight. If successful, this would allow the maintenance strategies to attract unpaid contributors to perpetually tabular datasets automatically.

7 CONCLUSION

Our work demonstrates how selecting the right verification strategy for different data types can yield value in money spent to acquire accurate edits. In particular, Expert Rule proved cost-effective for requesters, providing accurate edits at a lower cost than other paid verification strategies. It allows a dataset curator to improve the accuracy of a tabular dataset in a short period if the pay-per-task is high enough to attract and recruit trusted crowdworkers.

Continuous maintenance strategies enable groups of unpaid visitors to contribute edits freely or ask unpaid visitors to correct data that match their interests based on relevance. These approaches produced consistently accurate edits across all data types, indicating the potential of applying these approaches for self-sustaining tabular datasets. These continuous maintenance approaches can benefit tabular datasets where a row of data is viable for long periods, but individual cells may go out of date.

Our work covers one type of tabular data in the form of academic profiles. While this in-flux tabular dataset contains different levels of complexity and subjectivity, future work is necessary to explore even more complex tabular datasets. Over our various pilot studies for this work and related efforts, we have witnessed how the size (i.e., number of rows or columns) and complexity of data types can influence potential contributions.

Overall, this work lays a foundation for different strategies to mature accurate in-flux tabular datasets. Accurate tabular datasets can yield exciting insights across fields, and ensuring their accuracy and longevity is essential to providing continuous insights to society. This work can help future researchers develop hybrid approaches to efficiently and cost-effectively collect, verify, and maintain their tabular datasets.
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